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The lnternational Journal of the History of Sporl (/JHS) was founded by Professor J.A.
Mangan nearly thirty years ago. lt is widely regarded as the leading journal in the field
of the historicalstudy of sport in its political, cultural, social, educational, economic,
spiritual and aesthetic dimensions. Published 14 times per year, the journal has no
equal as a pioneer of Collections, Monographs, Regional Numbers and an Annual
Historical Review, and it is the only journal of its kind that has appeared without a break
for 28 years. The /JHS includes articles from every part of the world.
Visit www.informaworld.com/Uhs to subscribe.

Sport in the Global Society (SGS)
Sport in the Global Society (SGS)was founded in 1997 by Professor J.A. Mangan.
There are now over 100 volumes in the series and it is generally considered the leading
series of its kind in the academic world. lt has received many accolades from around
the globe including these:

Many individuals have contributed to the advances that have occurred in the
history of sport. However, it can be convincingly argued that no one has had a
more influential role than Professor J.A. Mangan. By the means of single-authored
books... the many enormously interesting collections that he has brought into being
both as the founding editor of the sedes SGS (and to which he has often contributed chapters), and his untiring work and vision as executive {founding} editor of
the IJHS his contribution has been unparalleled.
(Roberta J. Park, 'lntroduction:Another Publication of Significance' in J.A.Mangan
and Callum McKenzie, 'Blooding'the Martid Male: the lmperial Officer, Field Sports
and Big Game Hunting, Routledge, forthcoming.)
and
The growth of sporfs sfudies in the lasttwenty years has been considerable...Most
of {the} intelligent research in the public domain has been published by Frank Cass
under the aegis of Professor J.A. Mangan... and social historians everywhere have
had reason to be grateful to this double act for their tenacity in seeking out this new
fleld (Robert Hands, The Times,22.03.2003)

University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Berkeley in the last quarter of the twentieth century especially,
has made conspicuous contributions of outstanding quality to the academic analysis
of sport in relation to politics, culture and above all, gender, through in particular, the
internationally respected research of Professor Roberta J.Park. lt was with the greatest pleasure that IJHS and SGS recently published a selection of her work under the
title, Gendef Spo( Scr'ence: Se/ecfed Writings of Roberta.J.Park (edited by
J.A.Mangan and Patricia Vertinsky. lt is fitting that this Conference/Workshop should
be held on the campus she has graced with distinction.
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